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1 Preparations 

（1）Hardware 

    Processor: Intel Core i3 CPU or higher 

Hard disk: 64G hard disk or higher 

RAM: 4GB RAM or higher 

 (2) Software 

Operating system: Linux64-bit operating system（Ubuntu 18.04+ / Debian 9+） 

 (3) Network 

    IP address: one public IP address 

Bandwidth: related to the video encoding rate, e.g.: encoding rate 4Mbps, bandwidth       

will be 8Mbps  

Ports: The server needs to use the following ports. If there is a firewall in the network 

circumstance of the server, open the corresponding ports 
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Ports Protocol 

3478 TCP+UDP 

3479 TCP 

5000-9500 TCP+UDP 

60000 TCP 

60001-60100 TCP+UDP 

10000-11000 TCP+UDP 

 

 

Note 

(1) Considering the hardware and maintenance costs of the server and the 

subsequent version updates of the cloud platform, it is recommended to rent 

the server of the cloud service provider, such as AWS; 

(2) The server will use many ports. If there is a firewall during deployment, the 

related ports need to be opened in the firewall. Kiloview uses AES256 

encryption to ensure security in live streaming. If there are no special 

requirements, it is recommended to open all the ports of the 4G bonding server.  
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2 Server Login 

Login to the server by remote terminal software, Xshell is recommended. 

Download link of Xshell:  

https://www.netsarang.com/zh/xshell-download/ 

(1) After downloading and installing, enter the server IP address in the new session, and 

choose“SSH” protocol. The port number is 22 by default. Click “OK” when finished.  
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(2) Enter the username and password in the pop-up dialog box, and login as the root 

user. 

Enter the command in the Xshell terminal:  

sudo su 

 

Coturn Server Installation 

(1) Install docker to create a working directory, and enter the command in the Xshell 

terminal:  

mkdir /data 

(2) Create and open the turnserver.conf file in the data directory, enter the command in 
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the Xshell terminal:  

vi /data/ turnserver.conf 

(3) Enter the following content in the turnserver.conf file, the fields in the form should be 

set according to the actual situation, and other fields can be just by default. 

 

listening-port=3478 

listening-ip=" 43.130.44.152" 

alt-listening-port=0 

relay-ip=" 43.130.44.152" 

external-ip=" 10.0.4.5" 

realm=demo 

no-tls 

no-dtls 

mobility 

no-cli 

verbose 

fingerprint 

lt-cred-mech 

stale-nonce=3600 

min-port=5000 

max-port=9500 

user="admin:kiloview" 

 

Field Description 

listening-port 

Listening port is 3478 by default, no need to modify it 

generally. 

listening-ip 

Enter ifconfig in the terminal to check the network card 

of eth0 

relay-ip Enter ifconfig in the terminal to check the network card 
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of eth0 

external-ip Server Public IP address 

 

(4) Install and run the docker 

<1> Install the docker, enter the command in the Xshell terminal command line:  

curl -fsSL https://get.docker.com | bash 

 

Wait for Docker Engine's Client and Server to complete the installation. 
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<2> Run the docker, enter the command in the Xshell terminal command line: 

docker run -d --name coturn --restart=always --network=host \ 

-v /data/turnserver.conf:/etc/coturn/turnserver.conf \ 

instrumentisto/coturn 

 

(5) Get the version image 

<1> Get the management container version image, enter the command in the Xshell 

terminal command line:  

docker pull kiloview/polymaster 
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<2> Get the worker container version image, enter the command in the Xshell terminal 

command line:  

docker pull kiloview/polyworker 

 

 

(6) Run the master container, enter the command in the Xshell terminal command line, 

the fields in the form should be set according to the actual situation, and other fields 

can be just by default. 
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docker run -d --restart=always --name polymaster \ 

-p 60000:81 \ 

-v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock \ 

-v /usr/bin/docker:/usr/bin/docker \ 

-e PLATFORMIP=43.130.44.152 \ 

-e STARTPORT=60000 \ 

-e FWDPORT=10000 \ 

-e FWDNUM=10 \ 

-e TUNIP=43.130.44.152 \ 

-e TUNPORT=3478 \ 

-e TUNUSER=admin \ 

-e TUNPASS=kiloview \ 

-e TUNREALM=demo \ 

-v /data:/data \ 

--privileged --user root \ 

kiloview/polymaster 

 

Field Description 

-p 60000 

60000 is the server management/API Http port, which 

can be modified 

PLATFORMIP Server Public IP address 

TUNIP Server Public IP address 

TUNPORT 

The default port is 3478, which should be the same as the 

listening-port in the turnserver.conf file 
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3 Login the 4G bonding platform 

Enter the server IP and the port number in the browser to enter the login webpage of 

the bonding platform. 

 

The username and the password both are admin by default, please modify them after your 

first login.  


